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Like the successful DC SUPER HEROES ABC, 123 and COLORS & SHAPES, this adorable

concept book introduces budding super heroes to opposites.Good guys versus bad guys, fast and

slow, big and little--super heroes (and villains!) offer excellent examples of opposing superlatives.

Parents enjoy the contrasts--illustrated by beloved characters--every bit as much as their little ones.

Created with a sense of a humor and a deep knowledge of the super heroes, this is perfect for

comic book fans of all ages.
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Classic/original licensed DC Comics art David Katz is also the author of DC Super Heroes ABC,

123; DC Super Heroes Colors, Shapes & More; My First Superman Book, My First Batman Book,

and My First Wonder Woman Book. He also wrote an award-winning play about Superman's

creators called A HISTORY OF INVULNERABILITY.

My husband has been really into all the super heroes ever since he was little, as I'm sure a lot of

boys were and probably still are. I really knew nothing about them until I decided to purchase my

two year old a couple. I gave them to her for Christmas and she really took to them. We both really

enjoy reading them together and have both learned so many name of superheroes and what their

powers are. But what I love most about these books, is that its not really all about the superhero,



they teach lessons, and they teach things like colors, shapes, words, counting, and body parts.

They really are wonderful books - I let my daughter choose one of these books every night and we

read together at bed time. My toddler and I started collecting all of them and we both get really

excited when they arrive in the mail. My daughter started to think that the mail man was just giving

them to us as gifts, as if I didn't have to buy them lol. We have collected every one and they are

releasing another one next week which we have already pre ordered and are super excited about.

The books are a great price and arrive quickly. I hope they continue to make these books because

we really love collecting them and enjoy reading them. She is even starting to remember the words

and "reads" along with me!

My toddler is obsessed with DC, no thanks to dad, these books are perfect for him! Love them!

This book is super colorful and a fun way to teach kids. It is very sturdy and looks like it will hold up

well over time. This is definitely a read to the child kind of book as it has some advance vocabulary,

which make it more fun for the grown up. I like how this book doesn't dumb down the language and

the content to much, making it even more of a learning experience. Did I mention kids love it, so

colorful, great drawing, and very sturdy!

This is a Grandmother's perfect find!! I got this for my grandchildren and as gifts. My son says the

book is such a hit. The splash of colors. When he reads the book, he says they look back and forth

absorbing what opposites mean. And then when on the street identify what they see, saying the

words from the book. As in "pull" grocery cart vs. "push" grocery cart. My Granddaughter now has

found a new way to jump on the bed ... saying "over" and then she says "under" as she scrambles

under the bed ...This book makes for fun.

Great book. I grew up with these characters and it is fun reliving the fun through my son in his

learning of opposites.The concepts are great for a toddler - up/down... thin/wide etc.The best is

finding stuffed animals or other toys that can match up with the ideas on the pages.Great book for

my 18 month old... and me.

The idea of this book is fun. The pictures pop with bright colors. But the overall book is really

simplistic -- even for my toddler. It doesn't interest her at all, especially compared to a much better

superhero board book "My First Wonder Woman Book: Touch and Feel." Also, the binding or maybe



the board quality is just kinda off.

Bummer.. a library resell. I bought it to replace a library book that we had wrote in, but this one was

worse off.Other than that it is a well loved book by my kids!

Thanks to this book by 2 years old can without a doubt tell you that "Sinestro is a Bad Guy" and

"Green Lantern is a Good Guy!"MUST READ.I could not put it down, read it several time in ONE

SITTING!!!!!!!!!!!
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